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Nathaniel Bronner: To really get to know someone, they
have to be open to be known.

Female: You are listening to brothersoftheword.com. This is part 6 of the
message titled, “Overcoming Fear - Intimacy and The 7 Fold
Increase” by Nathaniel Bronner. This message is number 5691.
That’s 5691. Listen to over a thousand free messages on
brothersoftheword.com.

(Music Playing: 00:00:25 - 00:00:52)

And now for 5691, Overcoming Fear Part 6 - Intimacy and The
7-Fold Increase.

Nathaniel Bronner: Amen. Amen. Amen. And you know what’s interesting.
We have a new church across the street and when I got here this
morning, you could hear their music just blasting, and Pastor
James mentioned also, he could hear it and Gaylene(ph)
mentioned she’s heard it for the last three weeks. And we were
talking about what an excellent marketing message it is, just
open the doors, play the music real loud and just let it blast, and
it draws in people, it really does.

And we were talking about then it had some little girls out on
the street just bringing people in and it’s really an excellent
marketing. And I was thinking about it, then I heard God
speak. He said, “I told you not to concentrate on certain things.”

And that’s why sometimes, we’ll see some things in the world
and it look good, it sounds -- and they are good practices, but it
may not be your path. And there’s one thing about it brother, no
matter how loud the music is than anybody else, it sure ain’t no
better. That much is absolutely sure. We have absolutely the
best church music of anywhere I have ever heard, that one
place. And brother, I have been working on that one place.

So, we are blessed beyond measure. The orchestration of the
music and the talent -- the talent is literally unreal, it’s
professional level and sometimes when I have not known that, I
thought it was a track plan because everything was so top notch.
It was just beyond my belief that this could be coming from the
people of the Ark. So truly, we have the best music anywhere I
have ever heard of any church, anywhere.
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So, I thank Reverend Ivan Stinson for the professionalism
because one thing I do know, everything depends on their
leader. If you don’t have proper leadership, I don’t care how
much talent you have. First of all, you’re going to have a lot of
strife, a lot of discord, a lot of fuss, and a lot of fighting, and
when you have all of that stuff, it flows through your voice and
your music and you can just feel when stuff is not vibrating
right, you just can.

And we know from the hair business, sometimes, my daddy has
to deal with hairstylist and he says, “Sometimes, the greater the
talent, the more difficult the personality.” You all know what I
mean. Just the more difficult the personality, so often times,
the greater the talent level, the more finicky -- when we are in
the music business and sometimes, we are working with a group
and it just have a little bit of success, just a little bit of success
Reverend Ivan, just a little bit. I mean they didn’t want to be
picked up in a regular car. They wanted a limo and all that. I
said, “You’re all crazy” but just a little bit of success can
sometimes blow people’s head up so big.

So, I know that the humility that the choir has even with all
this talent. It is a blessing just to have peace in addition to
talent that flows. But I know the head has to be coordinated in
order for it to flow through the body. So, I am thankful to the
head of our music department. And it’s also representative of
just stability. Churches have such a time; they change
ministers of music every other year. And this is our 21st year
and it is the same minister of music that we started with.

And that even is just a testimony of where his heart is, and no,
he’s got other offers. I don’t even have to question that because
churches are looking all the time for other ministers of music.
So, I know he’s gotten other offers. But sometimes, folk can’t
stay put in once church for long.

00:05:00

I’ve only told one person to stay at this church. Only one out of
all other people. I may have known in my spirit, other folk
needed to stay, but I’ve only told one man, one that he needed to
stay here and I say, “You don’t need to switch churches because
you have a pattern in life of not being stable. Everywhere you
go, every job you had, every relationship you’ve had, every
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church you’ve been to, you’re not in it long. You stay there for a
year or two and then you’re going to pop to something else.”

I said, “You’re coming up on your second year here at the Ark.”
I said, “For your sake, you need to stay here because you need to
develop a habit of stability.” He said, “Yes, pastor, I hear you.”
Two years almost to the day, he said, “Pastor, I just want to let
you know I’m leaving going to.” I said, “Why? Tell me why you
need to go and I told you, why are you leaving?” He said, “Well,
they got more women over there.” This is what he told me. This
is exactly what he told me.

I saw him about a year later. I said, “Let me ask you. Are you
still with the church that you went to where there are more
women?” He said, “No, I had left. I’m at another church now.”
So, you see, it was the principle of stability. So I am just
thankful for your spirit of stability that you get and you stay
and you provide a blessing where you are and your blessings
have not even yet begone to manifest to where God is going to
take you, because we got a destiny here people, there’s just no
two ways about. That’s why God said, “Don’t you worry about
finding, I’m going to do that. You just do what I tell you to do
and focus on what I tell you to focus on” and he will handle the
rest. Even though it takes sometimes longer than we figure
because God’s time is not our time, but His word is His work
and it shall come to pass. Amen.

Bow your heads. Dear heavenly Father, we just thank you for
this day. I thank you for our music department dear Father. I
thank you for the tone and I thank you for the spirit and the
professionalism and the peace that they bring every single
service. I just thank you that as your servant, I don’t have to
deal, we’re trying to go in and straighten our messes in the
choir. Father, I thank you for that. And Father, I just want to
be one of your servants who appreciates some things, Father,
things of there, we don’t wait until they bust and then think,
“Oh, I should have appreciated while it was smooth.”

Father, I thank you for the smoothness of the areas of our lives
that you have graced us with that you have kept together. I just
thank you for all of these areas. From the minister of music, all
the way down Father, to those who even keep the sanctuary
neat and orderly. And everywhere that is and everything that
you have brought to us dear Father, I just thank you and thank
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you and thank you. Father, I pray today that you take full
control of my mind, spirit, every word that I shall speak over the
hearts and minds of the people that they shall receive that
which you shall deliver unto to them upon this day. Thy son
Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.

Welcome to Brothers of The Word because brother, you need the
word. And today we are continuing on in a series called
“Overcoming Fear.” And our last message dealing with this
series had to do with the married lonely and it seemed to be a
little outside of the realm of overcoming fear but if you go and
listen to the series the married lonely created more response
and more people sharing it than any message in recent times
because it hit home to so many. And as we deal with another of
the Overcoming Fear series, today we deal with the fear of
intimacy. The fear of intimacy.

Now, you see here I have a bunch of lemons on the podium. And
I know many of you are wondering, “What in the world now is
Pastor doing with just lemons on the podium?” And there’s a
reason as you can well imagine why I have these lemons on the
podium, that I’m just spreading on the floor, just leave them,
that’s fine. I’m putting them on the floor. But I want to tell you
why I brought these lemons.

At the University of Northern Iowa, there was an art course that
was offered and they had a most unusual exercise in this course.
The teacher of the course brought in a bag of lemons and she
told each student, “I want you to come up and I want you to pick
a lemon out of the bag.” And each student came up and they
picked up a lemon out of the bag and once all of the students
had gotten their lemon, she said, “I want you to take your
lemons home and for one hour a day, I want you to focus on your
lemon. I want you to smell your lemon. I want you to touch
your lemon. I want you to look at your lemon.”

00:10:24

And closely for one hour a day, this is an art class, I want you to
examine and become familiar to the most minute detail of your
lemon. And she said, “That is your assignment.”

So, at the next class a few days later, all of the students brought
back their lemon and then she told them, “I want you to bring
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your lemon up here and put it in the bag. So, every student
then brought their lemon up and placed their lemon in the bag
and the teacher took the bag, shook the lemons up, place the bag
back down and she told every student, “Now, I want you to come
up here and find your lemon.”

Now, you would think that with lemons, they all look alike and
you would think, “What in the world is unique about the
lemon?” But the unusual thing about this exercise was that the
students who had followed the directions and who had spent an
hour a day with their lemon, smelling their lemon, rubbing on
their lemon, touching their lemon, looking at their lemon,
carefully examining their lemon, the students who had followed
the directions, every one of those students out of the big bag of
lemons, they were able to pick out and they were able to say,
“That’s my lemon.”

When you become intimate with something, when you spend
time, when you touch it and smell it and examine it and you
know it inside out, when you become intimate with something,
even though it may look like all of other things in the world,
when you know it’s yours, you can pick it out of a crowd and you
know, “This is my lemon.”

But yet in our modern day, in our modern society we have a fear
of knowing our lemon and we have a fear of others knowing us.
Now, this is actually the second batch of lemons that I have
today because even the story of a lemon is interesting. I left out
early this morning, I went by the office and I was planning on
stopping by the grocery store and getting a dozen lemons to
bring in for this demonstration. Well, by the time I got to
church, I forgot it. I got to church early, but I just forgot the
lemons and then as I heard the choir and I was getting ready to
come out, I remember, “Oh my goodness, I don’t have my
lemons.” So, I text my wife and I asked her, “Could you bring
some lemons?” And she texts back a minute letter, “I’m in
church.”

So, then I text Suzanne and I said, “Suzanne, can you send
somebody out to get me some lemons for my sermon?” And she
texts back, she said, “How many lemons do you need?” I said,
“Anywhere from one to a dozen” but I was hearing them playing
the Brothers of the Word song and said, “I know if there’s
enough time for someone to go out and get some lemons and go
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to a store because there’s not one close by that would have
lemons. I don’t know whether they’re going to have enough time
to go and get the lemons and get back.” So, what I did, I walked
out of the door and I went to the first house here on the left and
I looked at and there was some furniture out on the street in
front of it, I said, “That’s not a good sign.” I said, “The furniture
is out on the street is unlikely they’ve got any lemons on the
inside.”

So, I walked around and I walked to the first house and walked
up to it and knocked on the door and there was no answer. I
went to the next house, next door there was a fence around the
house and the gate was closed, so I did not go in the fence. I
walked to the next house and there was a fence around that
house and the gate was closed, so I didn’t go in that fence. I
walked to the next house and there was no fence. I walked up to
the door. I knocked on the door and there was a big dog that
started barking behind the door, and you could tell it was not a
chihuahua because the door was shaking, so this was a big dog.
But I said, “Well, if the dog is already woken up, whoever is in
the house, if they’re in the house now, so they will be coming to
the door.”

And about 15, 20 seconds later the door opened and there a man
looked out at me. I was standing there, had on my shirt and tie,
didn’t on a robe and he instantly say, he said, “I know who you
are.” He was a different race from me but he said, “I know who
you are.” And I said, “Look, this is going to sound strange, but I
need to know if I could borrow a lemon for my sermon?” And he
turned around and he called, he said, “Kate, do we have any
lemons in the house?” And she came out in about a minute and
she said, “We have two lemons and you can have these.”

00:15:21

So that was the story of the lemons and as I was sitting here
about to come up, Gaylene came and she had a bag of a dozen
lemon. So, she had made to the store, gotten back. So, I have
for today 14 lemons. But it was an interesting story even of how
I got the lemons and I thought about it later that some of those
houses are just like folk. Some of them, you go to and you see
the furniture sitting on the street and what you will notice
sometimes in that kind of situation is just a lot of stuff you got
to go through. Then you go and you try to open the door and no
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one will even answer the door. And then you go to others and
you can see there are fences, guards that are up and you know
you can’t get to this person’s heart because they got too many
fences around it.

And then finally you go to some people and they say, “I know
you are, what do you need?” And I just saw just with the houses
around the church, just the vibration of the differences and why
often the fear of intimacy is so deep within so many of us and
this is almost a piggyback of the married lonely because the fear
of intimacy causes us so much difficulty in relationships.

And years ago, Priest John Powell told a story of Norma Jeane
Mortenson. Norma Jeane Mortenson, do you remember that
name? Norma Jeane’s mother, Mrs. Gladys Baker was
periodically committed to a mental institution. So, Norma
Jeane spent much of her childhood in foster care and in one of
those foster homes when she was eight years old, one of the
boarders raped her and gave her a nickel. He said, “Here honey,
take this and don’t ever tell anyone what I did to you.” When
little Norma Jeane went to her foster mother to tell her what
had happened, she was beaten badly and she was told, “That
boarder pays us good rent, don’t you ever say anything bad
about him.” So, Norma Jeane at the age of eight had learned
what it was to be used and given a nickel and beaten for trying
to express the hurt that was inside of her.

Norma Jeane turned into a very pretty young girl and people
began to notice. Boys whistled at her and she enjoyed that but
she always wished they would notice who she was as a person,
not just the body or pretty face, but a person. Then Norma
Jeane went to Hollywood and she took a new name and you may
not be fully familiar with Norma Jeane Mortenson, but most of
you have heard of the new name that she took, the Hollywood
name that she took of Marilyn Monroe. And the publicity people
told her, “We’re going to create a modern sex symbolize out of
you.” And this was her reaction. She said, “A symbol? Art,
symbols, things that people keep together in a band?” They
said, “No honey, it doesn’t matter because we’re going to make
you the most smoldering sex symbol that has ever hit film.”

She was an overnight smash success but she kept asking, “Did
you also notice that I am a person? Would you please notice?”
Then she was cast in the dumb blonde roles and Marilyn
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Monroe was such a finicky artist that everyone worked close
with her dated her. She would keep crews waiting two hours on
the set. She was regarded as a selfish prima donna. What they
didn’t know was that she was in her dressing room vomiting
because she was so terrified. She kept saying, “Will someone
please notice I am a person, please.” They didn’t notice. They
wouldn’t take her seriously.

She went through three marriages, always pleading, “Take me
seriously as a person.” Everyone kept saying, “But you’re a sex
symbol, you can’t be other than that.” Marilyn kept saying, “I
want to be a person, I want to be a serious person.” And so, on a
Saturday night at the young age of 35 when all beautiful women
are supposed to be on the arm of some handsome man, Marilyn
Monroe committed suicide. When her maid found her body the
next morning, she noticed the telephone was off the hook, it was
dangling there beside her.

Later investigation revealed that in the last moments of her life
she had called the Hollywood actor and told him she had taken
enough sleeping pills to kill herself. He answered with the
famous line of Rhett Butler that was played in the movie Gone
with the Wind that Clark Gable played and I’m going to edit
that for our church because it had a curse word in it. And he
said, “Frankly my dear, I don’t care.” Those were the last words
that she heard. She dropped the phone and left it dangling.

00:20:24

Claire Booth Luce in an article and asked, “What really killed
Marilyn Monroe, love goddess who never found any love. She
said she thought the dangling telephone was the symbol of
Marilyn Monroe’s whole life. She died because she never got
through to anyone who understood her as a person.” And
sometimes fear of intimacy can cause us to -- in one form or
another, put up fences and walls and defenses and we remain
unattached and unintimate with anyone. And I always used to
think that the bible was simply proved when it would use the
term knew for sex.

In Genesis 4:1 when it says, “Adam knew his wife Eve; and she
conceived and bare a son Cain.” I always thought, “Well, the
bible is just very primitive and very prude, so they don’t want to
use the word and Adam had sex with his wife since then Adam
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knew his wife Eve. But as I went over and the more I study, the
more I understand, the bible knew exactly what word it was
using because too often even we’re married and we don’t even
know each other. The bible says, “And Adam knew his wife.”
He knew her not just that he had sex with her, because with
most every romantic relationship now, we’re having sex, well
sometimes we’re having sex, but we don’t know each other and
there is a lack of intimacy and oftentimes it is because of a fear
of intimacy that has developed from times before and we’ve got
these walls and we have these fences that blocked out intimacy.

Familiarity and intimacy are not the same. Each has a value in
life and definitely in married life, but one is no substitute for the
other. It almost happens imperceptibly that intimacy is hard to
come by, it really, really is because to really to get to know
someone, they have to be open to be known. And sometimes we
go into things with, “Well, just in case they’re going to hurt me,
I’m going to hold back a little on this” and we hold back a lot
because our prior experiences have often been so full of pain and
disappointment that we now go into things with, “Well, they’re
going to disappoint me too. So, I’m going to keep myself
detached because if they tear away, at least they ain’t going to
tear much of me with it.” And the fear of intimacy becomes one
of our major fears in life.

There are five different types of intimacy that exists between
partners and it doesn’t just apply to just married, but between
relationships period. First, there is emotional intimacy,
intellectual intimacy, physical intimacy, experiential intimacy,
and spiritual intimacy. And I’ve learned sometimes that some of
things that we think will bring intimacy really does not.

Pastor James prayed this morning about our political
candidates in the upcoming election and for God to guide and for
Got to choose one. And one of the main candidates -- his family
home has been highlighted, how big it is that he has a mansion
that has so many bedrooms and has a dozen bathrooms in the
house and there’s nothing wrong with that at all. And it’s often
some of the things that we aspire to, I want a big house with a
big mansion with a dozen bathrooms. The problem is, some of
the things that we want in life, they take away from intimacy
and I learned that with my own home because I have a big
house. And what I noticed between the house where I used to
live and the house where I am now, the bigger the house, the
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more opportunity people have to separate.

Everybody has your own space. They have their own room.
They have their own corner they go to. Sometimes you disappear
for a day or two and nobody know you’re in the house because
the house is so big. In the house where I used to live, you had to
bunk up in a room and you had to have multiple folk in a room.

Do you know the number one activity that determines whether a
family will stay together or not? The number one activity is not
church, it should be but it’s not.

00:25:03

The number one activity statistically, psychologically that
determines whether a family will stay together is camping.
Families that go camping together have a higher percentage of
that family remaining together than any other activity.
Families that go camping together. Well why in the world does
camping create a strong cohesive family unit? Looks like
praying would do it and it does help, absolutely, a little like
coming to church would do it, but that indicate because the
church got a high divorce rate than folks not in church. So, why
does camping do that? Because camping forces the whole family
in one little bitty tent. And now you got to lay up next to your
brother, to your sister, to your mama, to your daddy and you got
the all crowd in the little bitty tent and get along.

And then your memories become some of your happiest times
where when you were in the little bitty tent all cramped up
together and that’s why some couples will talk about, they say,
“The good old days when we didn’t have much, when we were in
a little one bedroom apartment.” You know, you hear couples
now -- but they got a big old mansion, but they go back, “You
know the good old days when we were just struggling and we
were down this little bitty house and we didn’t have all this stuff
and we didn’t have a one car and we had only -- you know we
didn’t have a closet and now our bathroom now is bigger than
our whole apartment used to be.” Why were the meager
accommodations, why were they so much more joyous than all of
the big spread out mansion stuff, why? Because it forced people
to be intimate with each other. You couldn’t hide because there
was nowhere to hide.
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So, sometimes people, the things that we want that the world
makes all so glorious and glamorous, it has its place, but
sometimes in truth, for your greater wellbeing, is better for you
to be in one-bedroom place. And some of you may wonder,
“Well, Lord why don’t you give the money to get the great big old
house?” because God knows if you get this great big old house,
you’re going to separate. And you go one way and they go the
other way and everybody got their own place and everybody in
their own corner in the house and sometimes you can come
home, don’t even see the other person until you leave out the
next morning and don’t see them in. So, sometimes God may
even have you in a place that promotes intimacy. And you don’t
even understand why.

And those five areas of intimacy, emotional. When we use the
word, I want to be intimate with you, all we’re talking about is
physical, but there is emotion to where -- you know when you’re
dating somebody, it’s emotional. And you can’t wait to talk with
him. You hang on the phone not even saying anything because
just the other person breathing is just exciting, that’s emotional.
You can’t eat, that’s emotional. So, they have your emotions tied
in, but once you get together, once you’ve been with him for a
year or two, because you have not formed intimacy in the other
areas, the emotional starts to drop.

There’s intellectual intimacy, just to be able to talk about ideas.
And when you can talk about things with the person who you’re
becoming intimate with, and you talk about a whole range of
stuff. That’s why sometimes, people of the same sex get along
better than people of opposite sex. You get a group of guys
around -- they can spend three hours talking about one football
game. That is an intellectual intimacy and they can just spend
all this time talking about just a quarterback himself and
they’re all into this because now they have shared intellectual
bond and then when they get home to their husband or their
wife and sometime the women can spend all day long and they
can talk about all this stuff in great detail. When they get with
the husband or to the wife, “How was your day?” “All right.”
And there is no intellectual intimacy.

And then there is experiential intimacy. You see, sometimes,
God will have to send you through some stuff with your partner
just so you can be intimate with them. Do you know one of the
greatest bonds that’s formed is formed between soldiers in
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wartime? When you're in a foxhole with somebody about to
killed and folk down, that bond is formed in the midst of war is
one of the toughest, strongest bonds of any bond ever made.
You have gone through some serious experiences together.

So, when you go through some stuff and you’re about to get
killed -- see, sometimes, God, even in your (00:29:52) got to send
you through some stuff, so you have some experiential bonds.
When you’re going through some stuff, “God you know what I’ve
been going through with this rascal?”

00:30:01

When you’re going through with some stuff with somebody, it
creates bonds that are stronger than when all your (00:30:09)
had been smooth, it does never happen. That experience makes
a difference, and when I came off from my vacation in (00:30:17)
was my most exciting experience was falling off the scooter. And
I will never forget that. I got a balloon right on YouTube that’s
got thousands of views while I crashed in the balloon and one
thing the man says, “You will never forget this balloon, right?” I
said, “You got that right.”

So, because it crashed, the experience was much greater than if
it just had smooth landing where the balloon just sat down, you
had to do boom. No, that balloon came down, the man was
hardly getting cars out of the way. The wind whipped up. The
balloon basket tipped over, strung me around, banged me
upside, it knocked my camera. For those who watched, they see
the camera just rolling, that was an experience.

And I remember that way better than if it just likely touch
downed. And then somebody just help you out of the basket,
had a little stool out for you to step out as you got out of the
basket. No, I crawled out of the basket because the basket was
on the ground I was halfway hanging out of the thing. That’s
experience, but it creates a bond when you go through some
tough experience with someone. It makes a difference. So,
sometimes when God orchestrates some of this stuff. If you have
the right attitude and when you understand -- and see first
thing, we have to make up our mind is, “This is my lemon.”

And I don’t think it’s an accident that the teacher uses a lemon,
she didn’t use an orange or an apple. She used a lemon. You
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can make some great lemonade out of it. It has some great
properties, but it’s got some bitterness to it too. And that’s the
way it is with all relationships. But often times we focus only on
the bitterness and it keeps us from forming those five different
areas of intimacy that will make a difference in our lives.

The fear of intimacy and there is another level of intimacy.
Those same five areas that apply to humans, apply to the
relationship between us and God. That’s a whole separate
sermon, but those five areas of emotion, of intellectual, of
experiential, of physical and of spiritual. Every single one of
those applies to our relationship between us and God.

I’m closer to God because of some of the stuff I’ve gone through.
And God had to send me through some stuff. My belief in God
came from my deliverance out of some stuff. It created a much
closer bond with God, but I said, “Lord, it is no question. I knew
you’re that because you pulled me out of the fire. I knew you’re
there. There was no doubt in my mind.” So, the same is true
with our relationship with God. And just like God, I know as far
as God goes, there’s only one lemon. There’s only one lemon for
me. There’s only one lemon. So, if you know this and if you
make up your mind. There’s only one lemon. I’m married and
my little lump of sugar, there’s only one lemon. And you take
lemon and put you a good lump of sugar with it all, you got
yourself something.

But you got to realize, there’s only one lemon and you have to
know your lemon. And you have to spend time looking at your
lemon, smelling your lemon, feeling your lemon, knowing that
your lemon is your lemon and you can recognize your lemon
anywhere. You’ll able to recognize your lemon just from the
smell of your lemon. You ought to know without question. And
you know, biologically speaking, that’s one of the great bonding
areas just in the pheromones of mating. It absolute is, you
ought to be able to recognize your lemon just from the smell of
your lemon.

My lump of sugar sometimes, she fuzz at me because I say below
her knee, legs are a little rough. I say, “But I know every rough
spot on your legs sweet, I can tell you and your leg. I can feel a
hundred legs. I can feel a hundred legs, but I can feel a
hundred legs and I know my lemon leg just from the feel.” But
I’ll say, “You ought to know your lemon.” A fear of intimacy and
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as we deal with the same, I wish I had time enough to go to
those same five areas of how we relate to God with those same
five things. But people, in order for us to be intimate with
others, we have to remove the walls. We have to understand.
We have to know our limit and who we are supposed to be
intimate with. And when we do that, instead of a lemon, we
have good lemonade.

We thank you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word. You
can go to brothersoftheword.com. Listen to the entire series
absolutely free, “Overcoming fear.” Thank you for joining us at
Brothers of the Word because brother, you need the word.

00:35:02

Amen. amen. Last week I gave out muscadines and I really had
no intention of giving these lemons out today. As a matter of
fact, what I’m going to do today is this, I’m going to take every
one of these lemons. I’m not going to give you all, not one single
lemon. You want some lemon? Go get your own lemon because
you need your own lemon. What I’m going to do is this. Right
after service, I’m going to right back over to that house that I got
the two lemons from. And I’m going to tell them, “Instead of the
two that you gave me, without expectation of return, I now
return to you sevenfold.” And that’s why God had the example
of a lemon. When you open your fence and you don’t have fences
around your heart and you can let people in and let it grow and
let it blossom, it will be multiplied. But some of us got a fence
and a brick wall around our little lemon and they can never
grow. It can never multiply because we never let anybody in, a
closed hand doesn’t lose anything, but it never gains anything.

Open up your heart people. Let God in. Let others in and make
lemonade. Stand to your feet. Amen. Amen. Amen. Bow your
heads. Dear heavenly Father, we thank you today. And I pray
that you touch every person’s heart. I pray that you open their
hearts to those that it is supposed to be open too. Knock down
the walls and the shields and the fences and all of the barriers
that have been placed, and yes they may have been placed there
because of hurt and because of pain in the past, but that is why
you told us to forgive and you told us to forgive others so that
you can forgive us.
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Father, help them to forgive and forgiveness knock down the
walls. Help them to remove the barriers and open intimacy that
the sugar of your word and the honey and the sweetness can
pour into their lives. Bless everyone who goes, forgives, opens
and does in thy son Jesus’ his name we pray. Amen.

Female: You are listening to brothersoftheword.com. This was part 6 of
the message titled, “Overcoming Fear - Intimacy and The 7 Fold
Increase” by Nathaniel Bronner. This message is number 5691.
That’s 5691. To listen to over a thousand free messages or to
send this message number 5691 to a friend, go to
brothersoftheword.com. Listen to brothersoftheword.com often
because brother, you need the word.

(Music Playing: 00:38:00 - 00:38:07)

00:38:07
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